BE PREPARED WHEN A STORM COMES
FLIR E6-XT THERMAL
IMAGING CAMERA

FLIR C5 COMPACT PROFESSIONAL
THERMAL IMAGING CAMERA

SALE PRICE

FLIR MR277 MOISTURE
METER, MSX® IR CAMERA
& HYGROMETER

SALE PRICE

2112

SALE PRICE

744

1480

$

$

$

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

A powerful, cost-effective, easy-to-use troubleshooting camera for
building, electrical, and mechanical applications. With 240 x 180
resolution and includes MSX® technology for extraordinary thermal
imaging detail. Wi-Fi connectivity to smartphones and tablets via
the FLIR Tools®

The compact thermal camera is your go-to tool and features a
thermal camera, a visual inspection camera, an LED flashlight,
making it easy to identify hidden problems. The 3.5” integrated
touchscreen is simple to use, so you can quickly inspect, document,
and share with customers.

This professional moisture meter combines the advantages of
Infrared Guided Measurement (IGM™) with FLIR Multi-Spectral
Dynamic Imaging (MSX®) and advanced environmental sensors to
help you locate, identify, and document problems.

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ITEM

FLIRE6XT

E6-XT Thermal imaging camera

$2640

FLIRC5

C5 Compact thermal imaging camera

$930

FLIRMR277 Moisture meter MSX camera & hygrometer $1850

FLIR MR77 PINLESS
MOISTURE METER

FLIR MR60 MOISTURE
METER PRO

SALE PRICE

SALE PRICE

$

$

740

SALE PRICE

$

BUY NOW

A rugged, feature-packed moisture meter incorporating a pinless
sensor and a wired pin probe to capture moisture readings up
to 0.75” below the surface of various wood types and building
materials.

PRICE

FLIR MR59 BALL PROBE
MOISTURE METER
WITH BLUETOOTH

424

BUY NOW

DESCRIPTION

212

BUY NOW

Easy-to-use pin and pinless moisture meter with advanced
functionality. An integrated pinless sensor and an external pin
probe provide the flexibility to take destructive or non-destructive
measurements.

This is a ball probe pinless meter with wireless connectivity, which
offers the convenience to view live readings from a mobile device
via the FLIR Tools® Mobile app.

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

FLIRMR77

Pinless moisture meter

$925

FLIRMR60

Moisture meter pro

$530

FLIRMR59

Ball probe moisture meter w/bluetooth $265

FLIR MR55 PIN MOISTURE 		
METER WITH BLUETOOTH

FLIR EM54 ENVIRONMENTAL
METER AIR VELOCITY/FLOW,

EXTECH 445580 RH
TEMPERATURE PEN

TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY

SALE PRICE

SALE PRICE

$

$

136

SALE PRICE

244

BUY NOW

68

$

BUY NOW

This pin-based moisture meter with wireless connectivity, which
offers the convenience to view readings from a mobile device via
the FLIR Tools® Mobile app.

BUY NOW

Ideal for inspecting and troubleshooting HVAC/R ducting systems
within residential, commercial, and industrial facilities. Featuring
humidity, wet bulb, and dew point functions, the EM54 can
measure deviations from proper relative humidity levels.

This RH temperature pen is ideal for field use. It has dual LCD
display for temperature, humidity, and advanced function
indication. It measures temperature (°C/°F) and relative humidity
simultaneously.

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ITEM

FLIRMR55

Pin moisture meter w/bluetooth

$170

FLIREM54

Environmental meter

$305

EXT445580 RH Temperature pen

800-465-3898

PRICE

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

$85
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EXTECH DV690 NON-CONTACT
EZ40 EZ-FLEX
BE PREPARED WHEN
A STORMEXTECH
COMES
HIGH VOLTAGE DETECTOR
COMBUSTIBLE

EXTECH CO10 CARBON
MONOXIDE METER

GAS DETECTOR

SALE PRICE

SALE PRICE

SALE PRICE

$

$

$

272

320

BUY NOW

144

BUY NOW

Provides safety checks in all environments up to 1000 ppm.
The ergonomic pocket-size housing and one-button operation
make the Extech CO10 carbon monoxide meter easy-to-use
and convenient.

BUY NOW

A rugged and reliable voltage detector that can quickly and safely
detect up to 69 kV in high-voltage (HV) electrical systems. This
non-contact, industrial-grade tool provides an extra layer of
protection for anyone who works around HV electrical systems
including storm restoration professionals.

This combustible gas detector has a 16 inch gooseneck for easy
access into hard to reach locations. Detector has a high sensitivity
and a one hand operation with thumb controlled sensitivity
adjustments to eliminate the background gas levels.

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

EXTCO10

Carbon monoxide meter

$340

EXTDV690

Non contact high voltage detector

$400

EXTEZ40

Ez-Flex combustible gas detector

$180

EXTECH MO290 8-IN-1 			
PINLESS MOISTURE
PSYCHCROMETER + IR

EXTECH MO290-RK 		
WATER RESTORATION
CONTRACTOR KIT

SALE PRICE

SALE PRICE

$

$

560

SALE PRICE

936

BUY NOW

104

$

BUY NOW

This is an 8-in-1 meter that combines a pin/pinless moisture meter
with a built-in infrared thermometer. Additional measurements
include: temperature, humidity, grains per pound, dew point,
vapor pressure, and condensation point. Complete with pin
moisture probe, 9-Volt battery, and case.
ITEM

EXTECH PH100
EXSTIK PH METER

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

EXTMO290 8-in-1 Pinless moisture psychrometer + IR $700

EXTECH RH490 PRECISION
THERMO-HYGROMETER

BUY NOW

Use combination moisture meter/thermal hygrometer to capture all
ambient conditions as well as moisture levels in one meter. Includes
essential probes to measure moisture levels under baseboards, in
between walls, and in hard wood and plywood subfloors. Use USB
humidity/temperature datalogger for GPP calculations.
ITEM

This is an accurate, rugged and reusable stick pH meter with some
unique data storage features that make it exceptionally easy to use
and considerably enhance its usability. The flat surface electrode
allows you to measure pH in liquids, semi-solids and solids and
limits electrode breakage and clogged junctions.

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

EXTMO290-RK Water restoration contractor kit

$1170

EXTPH100

Exstik PH meter

$130

EXTECH RH300 DIGITAL
PSYCHROMETER

EXTECH RHT20 HUMIDITY/TEMPERATURE
DATALOGGER W/LCD

SALE PRICE

SALE PRICE

SALE PRICE

$

$

$

380

104

BUY NOW

156

BUY NOW

In addition to measuring relative humidity in 30 seconds, this hand
held instrument captures dew point, wet bulb, temperature and
water vapor levels (grams per kilogram and grains per pound).

BUY NOW

This compact meter is ideal for field applications. Simultaneously
displays relative humidity (10% to 90% RH), air temperature and
dew point or wet bulb. Calculates T1-T2 differential (air temperature
minus external probe temperature) using optional probe (TP890),
and T2 minus dew point.

Records up to 16,000 humidity and 16,000 temperature readings
with a user programmable sample rate. USB interface for easy setup
and data download. Selectable data sampling rates from 1s to 24hr.
User-programmable alarm thresholds for RH and temperature

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

EXTRH490

Precision thermo hygrometer

$475

EXTRH300

Digital psychrometer

$130

EXTRHT20

Humidity/temperature datalogger w/LCD $195

PRICE

Limited time offer valid from July 12th, 2021 to October 1st, 2021.

For more information contact your local Safety Express
800-465-3898
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